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Introduction

The Annual Report for 2016 is provided to the community of Clunes Public School as an account of the school's
operations and achievements throughout the year. 

It provides a detailed account of the progress the school has made to provide high quality educational opportunities for
all students, as set out in the school plan. It outlines the findings from self–assessment that reflect the impact of key
school strategies for improved learning and the benefit to all students from the expenditure of resources, including equity
funding.

Michelle Slee

Principal

School contact details

Clunes Public School
Walker St
Clunes, 2480
www.clunes-p.schools.nsw.edu.au
clunes-p.School@det.nsw.edu.au
6629 1278

Message from the Principal

In 2016, Clunes Public School staff, students and community were committed to achieving the milestones created to
achieve the agreed upon strategic directions of our 2015 to 2017 school plan. These directions not only include our
school but also our First North Community of Schools.

Our staff are dedicated to individualised learning, knowing their students well, nurturing the child’s wellbeing while,
encouraging them and equipping them with skills to take on challenges, pursue talents and improve areas for
development.

We also work closely with parents and carers to ensure everyone has a voice in our students' learning, especially the
students themselves who are learning to take greater responsibility for their learning and know their education is
purposeful and meaningful.

We strive to build strong links between school and home to support our students’ growth through communication,
collaboration and student engagement.

Our P & C president, Laura Hayward, and the P & C members work tirelessly to support the school, taking an active role
in decision making and the directions of our school. Clunes Public School is also fortunate to have strong support from
our community with many volunteers that assist in school programs, sport, special activities, excursions and out of school
hours activities.

An inclusive and positive culture is evident, where students care for each other and make each other feel safe, happy
and have a sense of belonging.  It is evident that our students continue to grow in independence, striving to achieve
personal bests, work collaboratively with others and most importantly, learn how to learn and become innovators not
imitators.

Michelle Slee

Message from the school community

The Clunes P&C Association would like to send a huge thank you to all parents, businesses and the community for their
support and contribution to the success of Clunes Public School.  This year has seen many successful fundraisers
including a pie drive, Mother's and Father's day stalls, and the bi–annual Trivia night that was a glamorous affair as
always. School events such as our welcome to school BBQ, athletics carnivals, end of year concert and disco also
contributed significantly towards the success of Clunes P&C and Clunes Public school.
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Money raised through these events has helped purchase many items at the school. In 2016, we raised over $6000
and assisted the school in purchasing two new Smart TVs for the classrooms. This has enabled our children to engage
with a new technology in their interactive learning. We also purchased a new portable sound system to make
communication on sports days easier and clearer.

This year, the P&C changed the date of our AGM from March to September in hope that the out going members can
assist the incoming committee through the end of year. So this year we were lucky to have had two committees.

I would like to personally thank the members of the school community and the P&C for their assistance this year.

     Uniforms –Andrew Criss, for managing the school uniforms.

     Vice Presidents – Emma Balding and Anna Douglass

     Secretarys–  Sasha Murchison and Aimie Gibbson

     Treasurer– Kim Goodrick, for sorting out our books.

     Members – Amanda Butler, Bec Clark, Ay–shin Chiou, Bronwyn Mitchell, Sharon Buckley, Innes Ayling, Keith Wise,
Jen Stockdale, Jemma Adams and Art Mitchell

     Teachers and staff – for your amazing teaching and all the extra hours you put in

      Principal – Michelle Slee, for her assistance and willingness to put in the hours for after school events.

But most of all, thank you to all those that baked cakes, flipped sausages, ran canteens, and just helped in any way.  It is
all of you that make Clunes School great.

We look forward to working with you in 2017. 

Laura Hayward

P & C President

Message from the students

On behalf of Year 6 and all students, we would like to thank staff for helping us through our school years.  We’d also like
to thank the P&C for helping us, buying school equipment we need such as Smart TVs, and for providing us with lots of
fun events.  We have enjoyed being school captains of Clunes and wish the new captains and next year’s Year 6 all the
best. We would like to wish the Year 6 of 2016 a successful and enjoyable year.

We look forward to going to high school but will miss our primary school friends and teachers.  

Amika Gillan and Mawgan Watson
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School background

School vision statement

Clunes Public School’s motto is ‘Learn to Live – Live to Learn’ and our values are ‘Respect, Responsibility and Integrity’.

Clunes Public School aims to develop responsible, caring and committed students. The school ethos is based on mutual
respect. Clunes School offers innovative and individualised learning programs and experienced teachers.

Clunes has an outstanding record of academic, sporting and cultural success.

Our school community works together to ensure our students are well supported, inspired and equipped with the skills
necessary for Twenty First Century learning, being part of a global society while retaining a strong sense of local
community.

School context

Clunes Public School has 84 students. It is located in the beautiful hills between Lismore and Bangalow. School
programs focus on the development of thinking skills and self–esteem in all students. The strong academic focus and
positive learning environment of Clunes School enables students to set and achieve goals at a high standard.
Technology is integrated across the curriculum. We offer a balanced curriculum that provides the opportunity for cultural
and sporting development through a whole–school music program that includes band and choir, whole–school sport and
fitness programs, an across–school public speaking competition and a student council. The community is seen as an
integral part of the school's organisation. Positive community and school interaction is a feature of Clunes Public School.

We are also are proud member of the First North Community of Schools and Rivers P– 12 which enhances our quality
teaching and learning while providing a diverse range of experiences and opportunities for our students.

Self-assessment and school achievement

Self-assessment using the School Excellence Framework

For schools participating in external validation processes:

This year, our school undertook self–assessment using the School Excellence Framework and participated in an external
validation. The framework supports public schools throughout NSW in the pursuit of excellence by providing a clear
description of high quality practice across the three domains of Learning, Teaching and Leading. During the external
validation process, an independent panel of peer principals considered our evidence and assessment of the school’s
progress, aligned with the standards articulated in the School Excellence Framework.

THE RESULTS OF THIS PROCESS  INDICATED THAT IN THE SCHOOL EXCELLENCE FRAMEWORK DOMAIN OF
LEARNING

LEARNING AND CULTURE: Sustaining and Growing

There is demonstrated commitment within the school  community to strengthen and deliver on school learning priorities.
Positive,  respectful relationships are evident among students and staff, promoting  student wellbeing and ensuring good
conditions for student learning.

PURPOSE: Our school demonstrates  a commitment to increasing educational, social and personal growth of
our  students through providing an array of educational experiences within our  school community and the community of
schools. Through these opportunities we  build confidence, capacity, leadership and sustainability for our students,  staff
and school community. 

PROCESSES: This is evident in  our 2015 – 2017 milestones to provide students with the opportunity to  experience
regular and strategically targeted interaction with peers from  Community of Schools and other community members.
These successful enrichment  opportunities include, Grip leadership, sport, higher order thinking days,  performing arts
festivals, Artsmart, writers’ workshops and SCU STEM  engineering competition.

Regular collegial sharing and mentoring discussions and all teacher  programs demonstrate classroom teaching
strategies that include  individualised programing, tiered learning in HSIE and Science, English and  Mathematics.
Accelerated learning across stages for literacy and maths has  also been successfully implemented. 
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IMPACT: Tell Them From Me (TTFM) survey results in 2015 and 2016  continue to demonstrate that our year 4 and
Stage 3 students’ participation  in extracurricular activities was significantly higher than other schools  surveyed and was
greatly valued by our students. Data reflected that there  was a very high percentage of students with positive
relationships and 100%  of Year 6 having a positive sense of belonging.

More than 97% of all students surveyed, (above state average),  believe that education will benefit them personally and
economically, and  have a strong bearing on their future.   The culture of taking responsibility for learning is
demonstrated in  whole school teaching and learning practises and students’ understanding of  how and why they learn
and how to develop skills further.

Clunes Community and First  North Community of School parent surveys were also very positive
regarding  communication, clearer direction and regular opportunities to provide feedback.  Our Combined schools team
won the SCU STEM  engineering competition.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS:   We will  continue to seek strategies to improve communication to our community
and  community of schools, support teachers in their performance and development  plans and improve targeted student
outcomes and continue to provide an array  of enrichment opportunities for all students.

WELLBEING: Excelling

The school has in place a comprehensive and  inclusive framework to support the cognitive, emotional, social, physical
and  spiritual wellbeing of students, which measurably improves individual and  collective wellbeing.

Individual learning is supported by the effective  use of school, system and community expertise and resources
through  contextual decision–making and planning.

Students are self–aware, build  positive relationships and actively contribute to the school, the community  and the
society in which they live.

PURPOSE: Our school  demonstrated a strong commitment to student wellbeing and were highly  successful in building
students’ capacity to be self–aware, build positive  relationships and actively contribute to the school and the local and
global  community.

PROCESSES:

1. Our  success is due to strategies creating ownership and support of all community  stake holder through the selection,
explicit teaching and promotion of our  school values: Respect, Responsibility and Integrity.

Students are explicitly taught expectations  weekly. Our school Wellbeing and discipline policy was reviewed to
integrate  the values and introduction of value slips and behaviour monitoring slips and  new Sentral student monitoring
system.

2. Students  have many opportunities to be leaders at any age and there is a strong  culture of peer support through
various peer buddy programs. Our Student  Representative Council are a strong voice for their peers and continue
to  contribute to improvements in our school and the wider community.

3. Parents also play an integral role in  planning future directions, strategies and decision making through
continual  feedback opportunities, participation in forums, finance and school planning  and Parent and Citizen meetings.
Teachers, students and parents work closely  to develop individual goals and learning strategies in Student
Led  Conferences and Individual Learning Plan Meetings.

4.  All  staff contribute to the Learning Support Team and Individualised learning  continues to be a strong focus.

IMPACT:

1.  Sentral  Data demonstrates a high level of student recognition and understanding of  values and expectations.  A
reduction  of detention and positive modification of inappropriate behaviour is also  evident by Sentral data.  The
updated  policy and recording system has also provided the school with protocols and  procedures that are transparent,
consistent, accountable and strongly support  individual and collective wellbeing.

2.  In the 2016 TTFM survey, 91% of students (above  state) indicated they did not demonstrate disruptive or
inappropriate  behaviour. Survey results also showed that students experiencing bullying  behaviour was 13% lower than
state norms. The school has also successfully  taken action to modify inappropriate individual behaviour and
significantly  reduce any type bullying, which creates a safe and nurturing  environment. 

CURRICULUM  :EXCELLING                                                                                                                                   
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The school establishes active  partnerships and works collaboratively to ensure continuity of learning for  students.
Curriculum programs and teaching practices effectively develop the  knowledge, understanding and skills of all students,
using evidence–based  teaching practices and innovative delivery mechanisms where appropriate.  Extra–curricular
learning opportunities are significant, support student  development, and are strongly aligned with the school’s vision,
values and  priorities.

PURPOSE: Our  school establishes active partnerships and works collaboratively to ensure  students continuity of
learning through student led conferences and regular  information evenings.  Students have  greater clarity of how to
learn and explicit teaching of how to improve their  outcomes. Staff have also increased their capacity to contribute
towards  achieving strategic directions relevant to curriculum and work  collaboratively to improve student outcomes.

PROCESSES:

1.  Staff  has worked with community in responding to assessment data and continual  feedback of on ongoing programs
to provide school vision, values and priorities.

2.  Sentral, Plan, NAPLAN, literacy and numeracy  continuum monitoring is used regularly by all teaching staff. 

3.  The  Literacy, Language and Learning (L3) continues in its second year and Stage  One Literacy, Language and
Learning (S1L3) program was introduced this year.

4.  Staff have implemented all new syllabus, providing  information and reporting to students and community reflecting
new syllabus  outcomes.

5.  Scope and Sequences have also been  developed to provide greater continuity in all Key learning areas and
include  new syllabus strategies and outcomes. 

IMPACT:

1.  Whole  community school planning and PDPs build capacity while ensuring school  vision, values and priorities that
are relevant, driven by identified need  and flourish through a strong sense of ownership and commitment

This is evident in regular program  evaluation sheets, achievement of purposeful milestones and improved
student  outcome data in literacy, numeracy, technology and new syllabus outcomes.  Carefully planned, diverse
extracurricular  activities drive high student engagement as evident in TTFM survey with 93%  of students indicating a
high rate of participation, greater than state  norms.

2. Student  tracking and interventions are more transparent and accessible to all  relevant staff, enabling greater
continuity in individual learning.

3.  L3  and S1L3 programs have ensured continuity in Quality Teaching and Learning  Programs and provided significant
improvement in student literacy levels and  independence. Students have also demonstrated greater collaborative
learning  skills. 

4.  Differentiation,  individualised programs and student achievement against new syllabus outcomes  reflect successful
implementation.

5.  Scope  and Sequences in HSIE, history and science and technology skills have been  implemented, resulting in
continuity of teaching, sequential learning and  greater capacity to individualise and enrich learning.

ASSESSMENT  AND REPORTING: Sustaining and Growing                                                                                  

The school has developed explicit processes to  collect, analyse and report internal and external student and
school  performance data.

Student reports contain detailed information  about individual student learning achievement and areas for growth,
which  provide the basis for discussion with parents. Students use assessment and  reporting processes to reflect on
their learning. The school has analysed  school performance data and a range of other contextual information and
is  aware of trends in student achievement levels. Parents have an understanding  of what their children are learning and
receive regular information to  support progression to the next level.

PURPOSE: Our school  has developed explicit processes to collect, analyse and report internal and  external student
and school performance data. Our student reporting processes  provide detailed information regarding individual student
learning  achievement and areas for growth. Strategies are implemented to provide  parents with understanding and
capacity to support their child in their  learning and goal setting. Students take responsibility in their own learning  and
participate in the assessment and reporting process.
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The school has  implemented an assessment schedule and regularly engages in analysis of  internal and external data
collection. Staff collaborative reflect on whole  school performance trends and individual achievements. Outside
agencies,  consultants and parents also play an active role in reporting and strategic  individual planning.

PROCESSES:

1. Students lead conferences with  parents and teachers, showing work samples, rubrics and assessments in term  one.
Reports use current syllabus outcomes with regular opportunities  provided to increase parent understanding with the
culture of the school  promoted as teachers being approachable at any time to discuss student needs.

2. Our school has implemented an  assessment schedule for K – 6.

3. NAPLAN data is always analysed,  communicated and explained to parents and community and is kept in
all  programs to reflect on and “fill gaps” in individual and cohort learning. It  also is a driver in strategic direction planning.

4. L3 and S1L3 data is collected  with rigour and provides sequential individualised learning and consistency  in
approach across the school.  As does  Reading Recovery and literacy continuum cluster monitoring.

IMPACT:

1.  All students have the  opportunity to actively take responsibility in their learning at their level  of ability and gain
greater understanding of the why and how they learn, and  planning for developmental steps to progress.   Parent,
student and staff evaluation responses indicate Term one  timing ensures early and informed intervention and greater
capacity to  support their children.  All indicate a  high satisfaction with this strategy and having a greater understanding
of  their child’s learning and ability through Student Led Conferences and the  school’s Semester One and Semester Two
reporting formats.

2.  Our assessment schedule has  enabled regular assessment and greater consistency in judgement with  improved,
comprehensive and greater accountability in the ways we assess our  students’ achievements and tracking of student
progress across the school.

3. Community has a greater  understanding of NAPLAN results and the assessment itself, while staff are  able to provide
relevant and reflective practices to fill gaps and use  quality explicit teaching resources provided by Smart Data. It also is
one of  the drivers for strategic directions, long term planning with resources and  programs and specific milestones to be
achieved.

4. L3/S1L3 reading and vocabulary  data is collected every 5 weeks providing explicit learning experience  planning for
individuals and differentiated programs. 60 % of Early stage one  students moving up 5 to 16 levels and 100% of Stage
One students without ILPs  reaching above expected levels in reading.   Reading Recovery data shows great success
with all students exceeding  program goal expectations.   Literacy  continuum writing clusters provide an explicit
breakdown of skills for  students, parents and teachers.   Student tracking on Sentral shows clear progress in all
students.

STUDENT  PERFORMANCE MEASURES: Sustaining and Growing                                                                  

The school: – achieves good value–added results,  and/or – around 20 per cent of students achieve at high levels of
performance on external performance measures.

Statement of Excellence: In schools  that excel, students consistently perform at high levels on external
and  internal school performance measures.

PURPOSE: All staff analyse internal and external data and act upon this to improve practices which directly link to
improved student outcomes. These include improved reading and vocabulary levels in our K,1,2 students and
expected  NAPLAN achievement in our Year 3 cohort  and value added  achievement in our  Year 5 students.

PROCESSES:  All staff present,  reflect and analyse a variety of data in Learning Support Team and staff  meeting,
school, collegial/ community of school and specific professional  learning meetings and sessions.   Teachers act upon
data and all staff integrate NAPLAN question  response reports into their programming to prevent gaps or
misunderstandings  in learning.

IMPACT: 75% of students in kindergarten without individual learning  plans (ILP) for identified disability or receiving
additional support, are on  track or exceeding expectations in reading levels and their vocabulary banks  continue to
grow.   Our students with  an ILP, continue to achieve individualised goals set by support team and  outside support
agencies and home. In Stage 2, two children have significant  needs and require specialised programs. One child
continues to achieve  individualised goals as set by LST team. 100 % of other students are on track  with reading levels
while 97% of students are exceeding S1L3  expectations.   100% of students  participating in the Reading Recovery
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program achieved or exceeded program  expectations.  2016 NAPLAN results  reflected expected individual results of
98% of Year 3 students in literacy.  25% of students have ILPs and are achieving  individualised set goals. No students
performed at band 1 level. Further  analysis has provided specific areas to target for this cohort and individuals.  In
numeracy, over 65% of students performed  in the top 3 bands with none of the students without ILPs performing in
band  1.  Analysis has identified areas to  provide explicit teaching for individuals to “fill gaps” .  Year 5 results reflected
expected results  for the cohort with more than 65% of students obtaining desired growth with  an average of 35% being
placed in the 75% percentile band in literacy.  Growth in numeracy wasn’t as strong and has  specific areas to develop,
have been identified and discussed. 6.7% of  students (on ILPs) performed in band one in numeracy while 80%
performed in  bands 5 to 8.  Results have been  analysed and integrated into Stage 3 mathematics program.   No 2016
Year 7 students performed below national  measurement standards.  When analysing  NAPLAN data and trends
measurement with a very small cohort, it is vital to  balance this data representation with internal data and individualised
goals  that reflect a true representation of the individual’s progress and value  added achievements.  Post analysis  staff
discussion reflected a deep understanding of individual student  strengths and areas for development while incorporating
NAPLAN data and  teaching strategies to enhance quality teaching programs.

WHERE TO FROM HERE:

1.  Incorporate appropriate areas for  development in ILP goals. 

2. Revise specific outcomes where students  have not performed well and use stimulus provided. 

3.  Use other assessment tools to gauge  student outcomes where results are not as expected.

4.  Adjust teaching and learning programs to  cover outcomes not achieved.

5. Trial Spelling Master program for one more year but alter placement of students in 2017.

6. Investigate and improve resources and  teaching strategies used in areas which show lower than expected results.   
                                                                                                                                                                               

THE RESULTS OF THIS PROCESS  INDICATED THAT IN THE SCHOOL EXCELLENCE FRAMEWORK DOMAIN OF
TEACHING

EFFECTIVE CLASSROOM PRACTICE: Excelling

The school leadership team demonstrates  instructional leadership, promoting and modelling effective, evidence
based  practice.

Teachers regularly review learning  with each student, ensuring all students have a clear understanding of how
to  improve their learning.

PURPOSE: All staff  including the teaching Principal, demonstrate leadership and model evidence  based practice
through establishing school protocols for accreditation  data collection and analysis. The development of consistent PDP
processes and  professional standards lesson observation proformas and program and whole  school contribution
proformas were also implemented this year. Teachers also  regularly review learning with each student, ensuring they
have a clear  understanding of how to improve their learning at the appropriate capacity  level.

PROCESSES: Staff  participated in several professional learning (PL) sessions to understand the  accreditation and
professional development plan (PDP) process. All staff were  able to design and maintain PDPs.  In  the PL sessions,
staff also adapted and improved proformas for lesson  observation and class and whole school programs.  All staff have
mentors and trusted  colleagues to conduct classroom observations, team teach and collaboratively  reflect and plan
learning programs. School learning support officers (SLSOs),  also work closely with teachers and participate in specific
PL to assist  individual student needs.

All teachers use  strategies such as Student Led Conferences, Best Start, PLAN, literacy  continuum clusters, public
speaking rubrics, comments on work samples and  regular individual discussions to ensure students have a clear
understanding  of how to improve their learning. 

IMPACT:  Teachers have ownership and a clear understanding of processes and  expectations for ongoing
accountability and accreditation.  There is clarity in direction and support  strategies for each individual teacher to build
capacity while ensuring that  goals closely relate to our school’s strategic directions and milestones and  therefore
improve student outcomes.  L3  and S1L3 student progress data and the increase of integrated technology in  all
classrooms are two examples of positive impact on student outcomes.

Students  demonstrate a clearer understanding of what and why they learn and how they  can improve through Student
Led Conferences with parents and teacher, in  individual work sample discussions which are evident in future sample
of  works or observations of skills.             
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DATA  SKILLS AND USE: Sustaining and Growing

Teachers incorporate data analysis in their planning  for learning.

Assessment instruments are used regularly to help  monitor student learning progress and to identify skill gaps for
improvement.

The school leadership team engages  the school community in reflecting on student performance data.

PURPOSE: As stated  in the Domain of Learning – Assessment and Reporting and School Performance  Measures, our
school incorporate data analysis in their planning for  learning.  All staff also participate  in regular Learning Support
Team (LST) meetings, which analyse results of  individual students and discuss and implement strategies to
support  individual student learning and program. There is an established culture that  everyone takes responsibility for
every child’s wellbeing and academic  progress, not just the class teacher. The school engages the school community  in
reflecting on student
performance                                                                                                                                                                        

PROCESSES:

1. Classroom  teaching strategies include individualised programing, tiered learning in  HSIE & Science, English and
Mathematics.  Teachers have a copy of the most current  NAPLAN results for reference to identify individual and cohort
needs.

2. Individual  Learning Plans and contracts are collaboratively planned by teachers,  parents, consultants and outside
agencies eg Ngunya Jarjum, speech  therapists, counsellor etc.  Meetings  are held to complete these plans each
semester and adjusted more frequently  according to need and progress.   Planning for learning is directly linked to
student progress data  against appropriate student outcome goals.

3. Parents participate in regular information  evenings on syllabus, NAPLAN and other elected topics, Student
Led  conferences, reports, forums as well as receiving regular, comprehensive  information from newsletters and the
annual school report.  It is regularly communicated that parents  and carers can approach a teacher to discuss any
concerns at any time a need  arises.

IMPACT:

1. Greater  individualised learning and programs reflect teaching that caters for all  abilities and learning styles. 
Ability  groups are used for literacy and numeracy, collaborative learning and  individualised learning including the use of
technology, is evident in every  room. These strategies facilitate supportive, challenging and engaging  learning for every
child.  Strengths  and strategies for areas for development are communicated and give direction.

2. A  collaborative approach ensures that all possible support is drawn upon to  assist in a student reaching their full
potential while supporting building  teacher capacity.

3.  Parents  feel welcome and understand the school and home work together in supporting  their child’s learning.  The
school’s  goal is to equip parents and carers with the understandings required to build  their capacity to support their
child. The school provides opportunities  after work hours to facilitate parent participation and continues to
examine  ways we can reach all parents given the restraints of working parent hours.

COLLABORATIVE PRACTICE: Excelling

Teachers collaborate within and  across stages and faculties to ensure consistency of curriculum delivery,  including
strategies for differentiation and consistency of teacher  judgement. School–wide and/or inter–school relationships
provide mentoring  and coaching support to ensure the ongoing development of all staff.

PURPOSE:  Our school collaborate across the stages,  community of schools and district area schools to ensure
consistency in  quality curriculum delivery.  Our focus  has been on increasing differentiation of the curriculum in all
classrooms  and consistency in teacher judgement.   As stated in other elements, all teachers are engaging in
mentoring  and coaching support to ensure continual development of staff.  This is also a focus for administration  staff
with new initiatives currently being implemented.

PROCESSES:

1. All  staff enter data through tools such as Best Start, PLAN, Sentral literacy and  numeracy continuums.

Accelerated learning across stages  for literacy, maths and science within the school, and linking with Kadina  Secondary
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School and Southern Cross University is implemented and evaluated for  future planning.

2.  All staff are part of the Learning Support  Team and regularly participate in professional learning, mentoring
and  coaching within the school, at collegial groups such as Infantry, T.O.T.s (Talented  Other Teachers) Teaching

3.  Principals, L3 and S1L3 training and The  Rivers Technology Group.  In 2016, all  staff will have participated in at
least one session of Peer led learning and  classroom observation. 80% of staff meetings are professional learning and
reflective  practice focus. All staff present information from any professional learning  on a regular basis.

4. Comprehensive communication is provided on a  yearly, termly and weekly basis through Sentral, emails, SMS
whiteboards and  weekly staff meetings

IMPACT:

1. Data collection and analysis tools provide consistency in judgement and continuity  of learning.

2. Students  and staff are well supported in their learning and the school has a  collaborative approach to catering for all
students eg acceleration of  students in spelling.

Teachers  feel well supported in building their capacity to improve quality teaching  skills, against Professional standards
and contribute to the school and  community of schools to improve student outcomes.  They have a wealth of resources
and  strategies to draw on in developing their skills and understandings.  There is greater consistency in quality  teaching
strategies across the community of schools.  Students educational experience is also enhanced  by the inter–relations
between schools and other agencies.  Expertise is shared and on a collegial and  mentoring basis, building greater
sustainability into the quality programs we  deliver.

All staff participate in ongoing long  term and short term planning.

1. Our school’s communication procedures facilitate long term  planning, clear direction, efficient organisation,       

2. Inclusiveness and a culture of being  a valued team member. All First North and Big Scrub Community of Schools   

3. Meetings  are minuted and distributed  for clarity and clear direction.

LEARNING  AND DEVELOPMENT: Sustaining and Growing

Teachers actively share learning from targeted  professional development with others.

There is a particular focus on  improved teaching methods in literacy and numeracy, with professional  learning activities
focused on building teachers’ understandings of effective  teaching strategies in these areas. Teachers are actively
engaged in planning  their own professional development to improve their performance.

PURPOSE: Our  school actively share learning professional development and improved teaching  methods. The
strategies and impact provided for the element of Collaborative  Practice closely align with the element of Learning and
Development.

PROCESSES: Our  school has one teacher is working towards his proficient accreditation in  early 2017.  He is able to
demonstrate  all professional standards in his various roles within the school including Stage  One teacher.  He has a
professional  development plan, engages in regular professional learning and research and  contributes to whole school
programs. Our school has employed a new career  teacher who is currently being supported in the accreditation process.

IMPACT:  The teacher continues to build his capacity  in all aspects of quality teaching and learning and the many other
skills and  understandings of roles required as part of a small school team. Our new  career teacher receives regular
correspondence and opportunities to discuss  and reflect on all aspects of her teaching role.

To move towards  excelling in this element the school needs to have more experience with  beginning teachers and work
towards documenting protocols and procedures to  support this.

PROFESSIONAL  STANDARDS: Sustaining and Growing

Teachers demonstrate responsibility,  adaptability and ethical practice in working towards the school’s goals.  Teachers
work beyond their classrooms to contribute to broader school  programs.

PURPOSE:

The above element statements also places our school in sustaining and growing phase in Professional standards as
there  has been a particular focus on improved teaching methods in literacy and numeracy, with professional learning
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focused  on deeper understanding of effective teaching strategies in  these areas.

PROCESSES:

1. Our school  also excels in  aspects of this element as staff has trained as ‘experts’ in new syllabus and provided
support to other  teachers. Our teachers implement evidence–based research to improve their performance and
development. This includes L3, Spelling  Mastery and TENs.

2. Professional training  opportunities on targeted areas are accessed to improve Clunes PS student  outcomes as
reflected ongoing data; Professional Development Plans (PDP) ;  School Excellence Framework links & Accreditation
requirements.

All staff have multiple roles in leading or contributing to whole  school and community of schools programs.

IMPACT:

Staff have a greater  depth of understanding of Quality Teaching  Standards and Accreditation. New reforms have been
transitioned. All teachers have a Performance and Development Plan which is designed with our school  management
plan and evidence based student needs  in mind. We are successfully implementing the new syllabuses. Student
progress tracking data in literacy, numeracy, science and physical education clearly indicates improved teaching
practices and student engagement.

The school provided an array of workshops, excursion and other authentic learning experiences. Success
was  measured in a significant increase in student participation,  greater learning engagement and  increased
understanding of what is purposeful learning.

These opportunities covered all key learning areas including  individualised learning and enrichment and extension
.                                                                                                                                                                  

THE RESULTS OF THIS PROCESS  INDICATED THAT IN THE SCHOOL EXCELLENCE FRAMEWORK DOMAIN OF
LEADING

LEADERSHIP: Sustaining and  Growing

The school solicits and addresses feedback on school  performance. Leadership development is central to school
capacity building.  The school has productive relationships with external agencies such as  universities, business,
industry and community organisations to improve  educational opportunities for students.

PURPOSE:

Our school seeks and acts up feedback on  school performance on a regular basis, with all activities being in a cycle  of
review and ongoing improvement.   Leadership development at all levels is central to the capacity of all  school
community members and the sustainability of our quality programs.  The school’s educational programs and  student
outcome s are enhanced by its positive relationships with external agents  such universities, local and international
businesses and community  organisations.

PROCESSES:

1. Student, staff and community participation and  feedback on activities is strongly encouraged and facilitated
through  comprehensive communication and event coordinators distributing, collating  and communicating evaluation
data on programs and events.

2. In ‘Leadership’ our school  is working towards excelling as our staff  has purposeful leadership roles within the school
and Community of schools such as Computer Coordinator – Rivers  Technology Group. The school  community is
committed to the school’s strategic directions and practices to achieve educational priorities  and plays an integral role in
decision making. The community recognises our  work to further  engage the local community and our use of
partnerships to access resources to enrich the school’s community standing and improving  student outcomes.

This has been  achieved by information sessions, financial planning meetings that include P & C representatives, forums
to plan, reflect and take action on Strategic Directions and milestones and transparency of this through  communication.
Specific examples of this include  technology purchases and Wellbeing Policy improvements  which are inclusive of all
school  community members.

3.  The school has an affiliation with sporting  groups such as cricket, netball, tennis and soccer.  The school has a long
standing relationship  with Bangalow RSL, participating in local ANZAC and Remembrance ceremonies.
Enrichment  programs such as Grip Leadership with Big Scrub First North schools,  Artsmart, environmental education
centre, SCU STEM engineering programs,  writers workshops, performing arts festival dance, music and
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choir  performances, Nursing home visits, local and global charity awareness and  fund raising, local music tutors and
Reading Dogs program are just a few  examples of our many community relationships.

IMPACT:

1. TTFM  survey responses and internal surveys from students indicate high engagement  levels.

Parent satisfaction evident through data gathered in TTFM and other specific feedback tools.

Clear directions communicated to act  on.

2. Parents well informed and able to  support and therefore enhance student outcomes  while connecting with community
resources for mentoring.

3. Students provided with a wide array of experiences to interact with other  school peers  and extend their learning,
interests and  talents. Workshop and program opportunities accessible to  all eligible students

4.  A strong  sense of community and collegiality amongst local schools to support and  enhance our students’
educational experience and capacity as school, local  and global community
members.                                                                                                                                                                               

SCHOOL  PLANNING, IMPLEMENTATION AND REPORTING: Sustaining and Growing

There is broad understanding of, and support for,  school expectations and aspirations for improving student learning
across the  school community. Staff are committed to, and can articulate the purpose of,  each strategic direction in the
school plan. Monitoring, evaluation and  review processes are embedded and undertaken routinely. Clear processes,
with  accompanying timelines and milestones, direct school activity towards  effective implementation of the school plan.

PURPOSE:

Our school is working towards excelling in this element, with evidence based strategies and innovative thinking in
designing a school plan that delivers specific improved student outcomes. Our 5P plan reflects successful collaborative
planning, achievement of many milestones, clear direction and greater focus for 2016 and beyond.  Survey responses to
all events have been collated, discussed and driven improvements to school.

PROCESSES:

1. The strategies above and stated in other elements are demonstrated evidence. Our self–assessment process further
assists the school to refine  the strategic priorities in our school  plan leading to further  improvements in the delivery of
education to our students.

2.  P  & C representatives attend financial planning meetings and strategic  direction planning meetings, community
forums and information sessions,  newsletter articles, reflections on achievements for 2015 and
further  planning 2016  strategic directions

IMPACT:

1.  Staff have a greater  depth of understanding of Quality Teaching  Standards and Accreditation. New reforms have
been transitioned. All have a Performance and Development Plan which is designed with our school  management plan
and evidence based student needs. We are successfully implementing the new syllabuses. Student progress tracking
data in literacy, numeracy, science and physical education clearly indicates improved teaching practices and student
engagement. Feedback also indicates an increased confidence,  support through greater links between  school and
home.

2. Parents well informed and therefore have an  increased capacity to contribute, support and therefore enhance student
outcomes 

School  Resources: Sustaining and Growing

Strategic financial management is used to gain  efficiencies and to maximise resources available to implement the
school  plan. Physical learning spaces are used flexibly, and technology is  accessible to staff and students.

PURPOSE:

Our school focuses on long term, relevant  and effective financial management through strategic planning, as
indicated  in the other elements of Leadership. It also maximises human resources and  facilities available to enhance
student outcomes and contribute to the  community and community of schools.
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PROCESSES:

1.  Our school grounds are used by  the community of schools for interschool sporting events such as athletics  and
cross country and PSSA interschool sports.  The grounds are also used under a  contractual agreement, by the cricket
clubs, netball clubs and AFL workshops.

2. Our rooms are used for student  workshops such as Artsmart and various district professional learning  workshops.

3. Our hall, canteen and grounds  are utilised by Afterschool care and Vacation care and are available to other  local
community associations on approval.

4. Community, staff and students  continue to make improvements to school facilities with quadrangles painted  to
encourage physical activity and team sports, while the obsolete AV room  have been converted to a band and music
tuition room. Projectors, screens and indoor and  outdoor sound systems, ipads and smart interactive TVs have been
installed.

5. Finance, administration, communication and  student tracking have been improved with the addition of Sentral,
Direct  Debiting and a mobile telecommunication device that enable the school  administration officer to answer calls
while travelling around the school.

IMPACT:

1. The school is the hub of the  community and benefits from positive relationships with community groups.

2. The school facilitates opportunities  for surrounding schools’ staff, students and community and its own
programs  benefit from this wider network.

3. Our families have qualified care  for their students after school and in vacations and this in turn enhances  our school’s
strong community culture.

4. Community are committed to  school improvements to enhance their children’s education, strong links are  forged
between home and school, our students enjoy and participate in a  greater array of outdoor activities and our school is
aesthetically inviting  and colourful.

Use of our facilities is  maximised.

5.  Increased access to technology  for students, staff and community while facilitating and enriching twenty  first century
learning.

6.  Improved, efficient systems for  finance, administration, student monitoring, accountability communication
and  organisation.

MANAGEMENT  PRACTICES AND PROCESSES: Excelling

Practices and processes are responsive to school  community feedback. Administrative practices provide explicit
information  about the school’s functioning to promote ongoing improvement.

PURPOSE:

As stated in a variety of elements, our  school is very responsive to school community feedback and encourages this
in  all community of school events. We have implemented several strategies to  improve administrative practices to
provide explicit information about the  school’s functioning to promote ongoing improvement.

PROCESSES:

1. Teachers use and act upon student self –  evaluation forms regarding students’ own learning, achievement and
engagement  data when evaluating their own teaching and learning activities and reporting  to other teachers.

2. Staff, student and community feedback tools on  activities and semester surveys on all aspects of our school’s
functioning  and reporting on responses with follow up action taken.

3. Finance,  administration, communication and student tracking have been improved with  the addition of Sentral,
Library Oliver system, Direct Debiting and a mobile  telecommunication device that enable the school administration
officer to  answer calls while travelling around the school.

4. Our  website and newsletter provides detailed calendars and comprehensive  information about what is happening in
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our school.

IMPACT:

1. School Administration Manager, Principal and  other relevant staff has necessary skills to implement administrative
and  systemic changes which are more efficient.

2. Teachers also have increased capacity to use  technology to program, to teach, in student centred learning, student
progress  tracking and the Sentral system.

3. Parents understand they can access essential  information via our website and newsletters.

Our December 2015 School survey on our newsletter was completed by 60% of  families. Of these 100% read all or the
relevant sections of the newsletter.90% preferred to  have it sent by  email with 10% preferring a hard copy.  The
calendar was seen as the most  important element  with the Principal’s message, Student achievement, educational
information, photos  and school successes the  most essential elements.

Our school continues to develop strategies to  ensure all our parents access our website and newsletters for
essential  information.  Uploading notes to our  website may also assist with ease of information and communication.

For more information regarding the School Excellence Framework:    

http://www.dec.nsw.gov.au/about–the–department/our–reforms/school–excellence–framework
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Strategic Direction 1

Clunes Public School is a collaborative, innovative learning community, as part of a larger community of schools

Purpose

To meet the continually changing needs of our students through:

Innovation, excellence and continuous improvement.

Building positive relationships and strong partnerships, between parents, students, staff and community, including our
Rivers P–12 community of schools.

Providing opportunities and pathways for every student to reach their full personal, educational and social potential.

Building strong links between Rivers Secondary schools and Primary Schools

Overall summary of progress

Our school has achieved all milestones committed to Strategic Direction 1 with only minor elements not completed due to
factors beyond our control.

Progress towards achieving improvement measures

Improvement measures
(to be achieved over 3 years)

Progress achieved this year Funds Expended
(Resources)

Maximum  engagement in all
opportunities offered by the
learning community

A  greater number of students will
be willing to participate in a wide
range of  activities.

Students  and parents report
satisfaction with the transition to
High School.

Staff  participation in collegiate
meetings is increased. The
leadership of these  meetings is
developed. More staff members
are willing to lead this learning

Survey  data indicates high
satisfaction in all aspects of
school life including  targeted
areas for development and
improvement

Student  participation and
targeted outcomes of Community
of School events and programs

This is evident in our 2015 – 2017 milestones to
provide students with the opportunity to experience
regular and strategically targeted interaction with
peers from Community of Schools and other
community members.

These successful enrichment opportunities include,
Grip leadership, sport, higher order thinking days,
Performing Arts Festivals, ArtSmart, writers’
workshops and SCU STEM engineering
competition.  Regular collegial sharing and
mentoring discussions and all teacher programs
demonstrate classroom teaching strategies include,
individualised programing, tiered learning in HSIE &
Science, English and Mathematics. Accelerated
learning across stages for literacy & maths
implemented – evaluated with future planning has
also been successfully implemented.

Tell Them From Me (TTFM) survey results in 2015
and 2016 continue to demonstrate that our year 4
and Stage 3 students’ participation in extracurricular
activities was significantly higher than other schools
surveyed and was greatly valued by our students.
Data reflected that there was a very high
percentage of students with positive relationships
with 100% of Year 6 having a positive sense of
belonging. More than 97% of all students surveyed,
(above state average), believe that education will
benefit them personally and economically, and
have a strong bearing on their future.

 The culture of taking responsibility for learning is
demonstrated in whole school teaching and
learning practises and students’ understanding of
how and why they learn and how to develop skills

Subsidisation of COS and
other student activities
$2100

Resources/ hospitality
Community events $400

Subsidy for Grip leadership
– $200 Various extension
workshop subsidy – $450
Contribution to Performing
Arts festival – $1000

CAPA & concert – $400

Professional learning
including Principal, Collegial
network training, L3, S1L3
and non teaching/SASS
training – $19650

Communication and student
monitoring system – Sentral
– $2500

Aboriginal background
loading ($0.00)

Socio–economic
background ($0.00)

Quality Teaching,
Successful Students
(QTSS) ($0.00)

Low level adjustment for
disability $26 978.00 – (
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Progress towards achieving improvement measures

Improvement measures
(to be achieved over 3 years)

Progress achieved this year Funds Expended
(Resources)

Maximum  engagement in all
opportunities offered by the
learning community

A  greater number of students will
be willing to participate in a wide
range of  activities.

Students  and parents report
satisfaction with the transition to
High School.

Staff  participation in collegiate
meetings is increased. The
leadership of these  meetings is
developed. More staff members
are willing to lead this learning

Survey  data indicates high
satisfaction in all aspects of
school life including  targeted
areas for development and
improvement

Student  participation and
targeted outcomes of Community
of School events and programs

further. Clunes Community and First North
Community of School parent surveys were also
very positive regarding communication, clearer
direction and regular opportunities to provide
feedback. Parents are well informed and therefore
have an increased capacity to contribute, support
and therefore enhance student outcomes.    

     

Learning and Support
Teacher & School Learning
and support Officers.)

Next Steps

 We will  continue to seek strategies to improve communication to our community and  community of schools, support
teachers in their performance and development  plans and improve targeted student outcomes and continue to provide
an array  of enrichment opportunities for all students.
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Strategic Direction 2

Quality Educational and Learning Practices.

Purpose

To ensure a quality continuum of learning for our students through:

 Outstanding pedagogy and strong leadership

 Innovation, excellence and continuous improvement

 Expectations of high standards and strong values

 Professional learning and shared practice

 Purposeful and inspired learning

Overall summary of progress

Clunes Public School Staff continue to work with school colleagues and First North CoS colleagues to implement, reflect
and improve Quality Teaching practices and understanding of new reforms and initiatives.  Staff continue to align their
Performance Development Plan strategies and goals with our School Plan and this is an ongoing process which is
reflected in the data of our students' progress, improved outcomes and engagement.

Progress towards achieving improvement measures

Improvement measures
(to be achieved over 3 years)

Progress achieved this year Funds Expended
(Resources)

Teachers know their subject
content and how to teacher that
content to their students.

Teachers know their students and
how they learn

Teachers plan, assess and report
for effective learning

Teachers communicate
effectively with their students

Teachers create and maintain
safe and challenging learning
environments through the use of
classroom management skills

Teachers continually improve
their professional knowledge and
practice

Teachers are actively engaged
members of their profession and
the wider community

All staff are part of the Learning Support Team and
regularly participate in professional learning,
mentoring and coaching within the school, at
collegial groups such as Infantry, T.O.T.s (Talented
Other Teachers) Teaching Principals, L3 and S1L3
training and The Rivers Technology Group.

All staff will have participated in at least one session
of Peer led learning and classroom observation.
80% of staff meetings are professional learning and
reflective practice focus. All staff presenting
information from any professional learning on a
regular basis. 

Students educational experience is also enhanced
by the inter–relations between schools and other
agencies.  Expertise is shared and mentored
building greater sustainability into the quality
programs we deliver.

Comprehensive Communication is provided on a
yearly, termly and weekly basis through Sentral,
emails, SMS whiteboards and weekly staff
meetings

Data collection and analysis tools provide
consistency in judgement and continuity of learning.

Students and staff are well supported in their
learning and the school has a collaborative
approach to catering for all students eg acceleration
of students in spelling. Teachers feel well supported
in building their capacity to improve quality teaching
skills and contribute to the school and community of

See resources used for
Strategic
Direction One including
professional learning and
Sentral system equipment
and training costs.

Collegial meetings,   PL for
L3  S1L3, Principal
induction,  Leadership and
management mentoring
program,

New Mathematics syllabus
resources. –

TENS resources – $1000

E–programs such
as Mathletics and Reading
Eggspress – $1000 

Purchase of  Reciprocal
Reading program and
literacy integrated new
Geography and History
Resources K

English language
proficiency $1711.00
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Progress towards achieving improvement measures

Improvement measures
(to be achieved over 3 years)

Progress achieved this year Funds Expended
(Resources)

Teachers know their subject
content and how to teacher that
content to their students.

Teachers know their students and
how they learn

Teachers plan, assess and report
for effective learning

Teachers communicate
effectively with their students

Teachers create and maintain
safe and challenging learning
environments through the use of
classroom management skills

Teachers continually improve
their professional knowledge and
practice

Teachers are actively engaged
members of their profession and
the wider community

schools to improve student outcomes.

They have a wealth of resources and strategies to
draw in in developing their skills and
understandings.

There is greater consistency in quality teaching
strategies across the community of schools.

Community have a greater understanding of
NAPLAN results and the assessment itself, while
staff are able to provide relevant and reflective
practices to fill gaps and use quality explicit
teaching resources provided by Smart Data. It also
is one of the drivers for strategic directions, long
term planning with resources and programs and
specific milestones to be achieved.

L3/S1L3 reading and vocabulary data is collected
every 5 weeks providing explicit learning
experience planning for individuals and
differentiated programs. 60 % of students moving
up 5 to 16 levels. While others student’s progress is
being analysed and addressed to support further
development. 

Reading Recovery data shows great success with
all students exceeding program goal expectations.  

Analysis of comprehensive
assessment data which
demonstrates increased
individual progress in targeted
areas.

Tracking of student achievement
including student progression
through literacy continuumin
clusters and North Coast
Numeracy Scope and Continuum

Achievementof stage level and
beyond stage level outcomes and
indicators in all Keylearning
areas.

School community satisfaction
evident in annual surveys  and
ongoing evaluation tools.

Staff working towards
Accreditation

Literacy continuum writing clusters provide an
explicit breakdown of skills for students, parents
and teachers.

 Student tracking on Sentral shows clear progress
in all students.

The Stage 3 Spelling Master program has provided
the following results in standardised testing::6% 2
years below,12% slightly below age,  75% at age or
higher, 50% more than 2 years above age.

Sentral system for
communication, student
progress tracking,  Best
Start, PLAN, continuum
tracking.

Next Steps

1.  Incorporate appropriate areas for  development in ILP goals. 

2. Revise specific outcomes where students  have not performed well and use stimulus provided. 

3. Use other assessment tools to gauge  student outcomes where results are not as expected.

4. Adjust teaching and learning programs to  cover outcomes not achieved.
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5. Trial Spelling Master program for one more year but alter placement of students in 2017.

6. Investigate and improve resources and  teaching strategies used in areas which show lower than expected results.   
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Strategic Direction 3

Success for all our students as learners, leaders and citizens

Purpose

To develop successful learners and confident, well–rounded, creative individuals with a strong sense of self through:

Orderly, well disciplined, safe and nurturing environment

Citizenship and values continuum and student leadership programs

Highly effective coordinated pastoral care programs

Providing opportunities and pathways for every student to reach their full personal, educational and social potential

Purposeful and inspired learning

Overall summary of progress

Teachers have improved the way we monitor individual student progress and plan sequential learning resulting in greater
individual student progress.   Communication between staff to ensure transition to the new year is more comprehensive
allowing a seamless start to the new year academically.  The school has continued to purchase quality resources
integrating technology into Quality Teaching Programs and while increasing student accessibility to technology and a
variety of media. 

Progress towards achieving improvement measures

Improvement measures
(to be achieved over 3 years)

Progress achieved this year Funds Expended
(Resources)

Explicit assessment that
provides  evidence of
improvement and high standards
in targeted areas

Student engagement and
satisfaction gauged in surveys
and products

Regular student self evaluation
tools and opportunities

Sentral Data demonstrates a high level of student
recognition and understanding of values and
expectations.  A reduction of detention and positive
modification of inappropriate behaviour is also
evident by Sentral data.

 The updated policy and recording system has also
provided the school with protocols and procedures
that are transparent, consistent, accountable and
strongly support individual and collective wellbeing.

 TTFM survey, 91% of students (above state)
indicated they did not demonstrate disruptive or
inappropriate behaviour. Survey results also
showed that students experiencing bullying
behaviour was 13% lower than state norms.

The school has also successfully taken action to
modify inappropriate individual behaviour and
significantly reduce any type bullying which creates
a safe and nurturing environment.

  Teachers have ownership and a clear
understanding of processes and expectations for
ongoing accountability and accreditation.

 There is clarity in direction and support strategies
for each individual teacher to build capacity while
ensuring that goals closely relate to our school’s
strategic directions and milestones and therefore
improve student outcomes.  L3 and S1L3 student
progress data and the increase of integrated
technology in all classrooms are two examples of

Two interactive Smart TVs
$14190..00 Subsidisation of
Mathletics , Reading
Eggspress –  $1000

Fundamental movement
equipment –$800 grant
from Live Life Well program.

Release days for relevant
staff to conduct ILPs and
ALPs  = $1000

Reading and Literacy
resources for ES1 & S1 –
$1500; S2S3 –  $1000

Comprehension ELP –
$1840 for Individualised
programs.

Subsidized music tutoring
and band teacher time –
$500 release

Purchase of gifts, awards
and certificates for students
who excel at end of year
program and leadership –
$600
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Progress towards achieving improvement measures

Improvement measures
(to be achieved over 3 years)

Progress achieved this year Funds Expended
(Resources)

Explicit assessment that
provides  evidence of
improvement and high standards
in targeted areas

Student engagement and
satisfaction gauged in surveys
and products

Regular student self evaluation
tools and opportunities

positive impact on student outcomes.

Students demonstrate a clearer understanding of
what and why they learn and how they can improve
through Student Led Conferences with parents and
teacher, in individual work sample discussions
which are evident in future sample of works or
observations of skills.

Next Steps

Purchase two more smart TVs for remaining two classes.

Expansion of Sentral system including Continuum tracking of all Year One to Six students; all meetings recorded;
improved tracking of behaviour and other incidents relating to Student Wellbeing; and improved reporting templates to
make process more efficient.

Ongoing whole school staff professional learning in specific goals and targets in Individualised Learning Plans.

Ongoing mentoring of technology skills to enhance data collation and analysis.  Quality Teaching delivery and student
learning tools.

Greater fluidity in how our children are taught including accelerated learning and rich learning experiences.

Multicultural art projects.

Bush tucker garden and bush tucker plant identification.
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Key Initiatives Impact achieved this year Resources (annual)

Aboriginal background loading Our Aboriginal students participated in
individualised learning through Aboriginal
Learning Plans and Education Plans working
with teachers, support staff, parents and
external agencies. Success was
demonstrated in individual progress and
achievements.  Students were able to
participate in all enrichment activities
including a major excursion to Brisbane and
the Sunshine Coast.

Aboriginal Background
Loading $1531

Subsidisation of excursions
and workshops – $300

School Learning Support
Officers to implement
individualised learning. –
See previous costing

Teacher release for ALPs
and meetings with relevant
personnel. – $ $1350.00

Subsidisation of Aboriginal
Cultural and Historic
excursion to Byron Bay
National Park– $300

Follow up workshops with
Ngunya Jarjum. – Nil cost

 • Aboriginal background
loading ($1 531.00)
 • school funded ($0.00)
 •  ($0.00)

English language proficiency School Excellence External Validation
evidence and grading of "Excelling"
demonstrates the success of Professional
learning and programs implemented.  Annual
school report graphs show this.Greater
student engagement and accessibility to
technology is evident in Tell Them From Me
(TTFM) surveys.  

Quality teaching is enhanced with latest
technology tools.The Sentral System has
enabled teachers to have greater
accountability and consistency in judgement
through comprehensive and sequential
tracking of students through continuum
tracking.

English Language
Proficiency – $1711

L3 and S1 L3 professional
learning and program
implementation – $4050.00

Purchase of 2 smart TVs –
$14190

Sentral system – $1700

Teacher release for student
tracking, assessment and
reporting – $900

 • English language
proficiency ($1 711.00)
 • Professional learning
($0.00)
 • School funding ($0.00)
 • Community Sources – P
& C contribution ($0.00)

Low level adjustment for disability L3 and S1L3 has driven improvements in
reading and vocabulary levels as well as
student independence and responsibility in
learning.  This is demonstrated in the
achievement data of our ES1 & S1 students.
This is also impacting on higher level
expectations in Stage 2 and 3 students.Our
External Validation Report also demonstrates
our success with the school receiving either
"Excelling" or "Sustaining and Growing in all
elements.

Teachers are achieving goals set in 2016

Literacy, Language and
Learning (L3) and Stage
One Literacy and Language
and Learning (S1L3)
training for teachers – as
above

.School Learning and
Support Officers (SLSO) to
implement individualised
plans and teaching
programs designed by
teachers and support staff –
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Low level adjustment for disability Performance and Development plans which
also correlate with our school strategic
directions and improve student outcomes.

$6,574

Learning and Support
Teacher – $20, 404

 • English language
proficiency ($1 711.00)
 • Quality Teaching,
Successful Students
(QTSS) ($0.00)
 • Professional Learning ($4
050.00)

Quality Teaching, Successful
Students (QTSS)

All teachers collaborated in developing criteria
based Lesson Observation Sheets and
Program /Teaching and Learning
Expectations assessment sheets.
All teachers participated in collegial lesson
observations and reflection sessions and
found this a useful tool in evaluating and
improving aspects of their teaching.
All staff participated in collegial professional
learning and mentoring sessions on a regular
basis and have applied this to the quality
teaching and learning happening in the
classrooms and whole school programs.

Teachers were provided
with release to either attend
collegial mentoring and PL
days and to observe
lessons.

Staffing allocation of 0.03 =
6 days

 • Quality Teaching,
Successful Students
(QTSS) ($0.00)
 • Professional learning
($0.00)

Socio–economic background E– programs provides greater individualised
learning for all students and provides greater
engagement and self regulation of learning
through the program's sequential learning and
immediate feedback.Purchased resources
have provided teachers with effective tools to
teach the new syllabuses.New resources and
e programs are catering for varying levels of
ability and types of learners.Survey data
suggest a high level of satisfaction with the
resources and teaching strategies being
implemented.The introduction of L3 and S1L3
has caused some difficulties in correctly
implementing the Spelling Master Program.
The need to focus greater time to the writing
process has also impacted on the way
Spelling Mastery is implemented.  This will be
evaluated at the end of 2017.

Subsidisation
of e–programs such as
Mathletics, Reading Eggs
and Reading Eggspress. –
$860 ( as stated above)

Subsidisation of textbooks
for spelling and writing.
Purchase of new
mathematics syllabus
teaching resources for all
stages ( as stated above)

 • Socio–economic
background ($3 648.00)
 • School contributions and
community sources ($0.00)
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Student information

Student enrolment profile

Enrolments

Students 2013 2014 2015 2016

Boys 63 54 50 47

Girls 39 41 34 40

Student attendance profile

School

Year 2013 2014 2015 2016

K 93.4 93.1 94.3 97.1

1 94.4 92.4 94.1 93.5

2 93.9 92.6 93.7 95.1

3 92 93.5 94.3 93.5

4 95.2 92.6 91.8 94.9

5 95.7 96.3 95.5 94.7

6 92.2 96.1 96.7 95.8

All Years 93.6 93.6 94.1 94.9

State DoE

Year 2013 2014 2015 2016

K 95 95.2 94.4 94.4

1 94.5 94.7 93.8 93.9

2 94.7 94.9 94 94.1

3 94.8 95 94.1 94.2

4 94.7 94.9 94 93.9

5 94.5 94.8 94 93.9

6 94.1 94.2 93.5 93.4

All Years 94.7 94.8 94 94

Class sizes

Class Total

KLM 10

1-2MS 25

3-4JP 27

5-6MS 27

Workforce information

Workforce composition

Position FTE*

Principal 1

Classroom Teacher(s) 3.34

Teacher of Reading Recovery 0.32

Learning and Support Teacher(s) 0.2

Teacher Librarian 0.2

School Administration & Support
Staff

1.51

Other Positions 0.03

*Full Time Equivalent

Malcolm Sky is an aboriginal teacher who gained his
position at Clunes Public School in 2012.

Teacher qualifications

All teaching staff meet the professional requirements
for teaching in NSW public schools. 

Teacher qualifications

Qualifications % of staff

Undergraduate degree or diploma 100

Postgraduate degree 40

Financial information (for schools
using OASIS for the whole year)

Financial information

This summary financial information covers funds for
operating costs to 30 November 2016 and does not
involve expenditure areas such as permanent salaries,
building and major maintenance.
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Income $

Balance brought forward 124 939.12

Global funds 127 164.42

Tied funds 126 901.80

School & community sources 57 739.50

Interest 3 102.38

Trust receipts 37 333.50

Canteen 0.00

Total income 477 180.72

Expenditure

Teaching & learning

Key learning areas 25 726.03

Excursions 15 358.99

Extracurricular dissections 31 077.77

Library 2 143.82

Training & development 3 381.97

Tied funds 140 169.03

Short term relief 12 162.41

Administration & office 48 858.60

School-operated canteen 0.00

Utilities 29 218.77

Maintenance 15 021.73

Trust accounts 35 435.19

Capital programs 0.00

Total expenditure 358 554.31

Balance carried forward 118 626.41

A full copy of the school’s financial statement is tabled
at the annual general meetings of the parent and/or
community groups. Further details concerning the
statement can be obtained by contacting the school.

Financial information (for schools
using both OASIS and SAP/SALM)

Financial information

The three financial summary tables cover 13 months
(from 1 December 2015 to 31 December 2016). 

The financial summary consists of school income
broken down by funding source and is derived from the
school Annual Financial Statement. 

There is no opening balance recorded in the SAP
finance table. The opening balance for the school for
this reporting period is recorded as the Balance
Brought Forward in the OASIS table.

The OASIS Balance carried forward amount (ie, funds
on date of migration) is included in the (2a)
Appropriation amount in the SAP table.

Any differences between the OASIS Balance carried
forward and (2a) Appropriation amount is the result of
other accounts and transactions being included in the
(2a) Appropriation amount.

Financial summary equity funding

The equity funding data is the main component of the
'Appropriation' section of the financial summary above. 

A full copy of the school’s financial statement is tabled
at the annual general meetings of the parent and/or
community groups. Further details concerning the
statement can be obtained by contacting the school.

Financial information (for schools
fully deployed to SAP/SALM)

. 

Financial summary equity funding

The equity funding data is the main component of the
'Appropriation' section of the financial summary above. 

A full copy of the school's financial statement is tabled
at the annual general meetings of the parent and/or
community groups. Further details concerning the
statement can be obtained by contacting the school.

School performance

NAPLAN

In the National Assessment Program, the results across
the Years 3, 5, 7 and 9 literacy and
numeracy assessments are reported on a scale from
Band 1 to Band 10. The achievement scale
represents increasing levels of skills and 
understandings demonstrated in these assessments.
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75% of students in kindergarten without individual
learning  plans (ILP) for identified disability or receiving
additional support, are on  track or exceeding
expectations in reading levels and their vocabulary
banks  continue to grow.   Our students with  an ILP,
continue to achieve individualised goals set by support
team and  outside support agencies and home.
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 In Stage 2, two children have significant needs and
require specialised programs. Children continue to
achieve individualised goals as set by LST team. 100 %
of other students are on track  with reading levels while
97% of students are exceeding S1L3  expectations.  
100% of students  participating in the Reading
Recovery program achieved or exceeded
program  expectations.  2016 NAPLAN
results  reflected expected individual results of 98% of
Year 3 students in literacy.  25% of students have ILPs
and are achieving  individualised set goals. No students
performed at band 1 level. Further analysis has
provided specific areas to target for this cohort and
individuals. 

 In numeracy, over 65% of students performed  in the
top 3 bands with none of the students without ILPs
performing in band  1.  Analysis has identified areas
to  provide explicit teaching for individuals to “fill gaps”
.  Year 5 results reflected expected results  for the
cohort with more than 65% of students obtaining
desired growth with an average of 35% being placed in
the 75% percentile band in literacy. 

Growth in numeracy wasn’t as strong and has  specific
areas to develop, have been identified and discussed.
6.7% of  students (on ILPs) performed in band one in
numeracy while 80% performed in  bands 5 to 8. 
Results have been analysed and integrated into Stage
3 mathematics program.  

No 2016 Year 7 students performed below
national measurement standards. When
analysing  NAPLAN data and trends measurement with
a very small cohort, it is vital to  balance this data
representation with internal data and individualised
goals  that reflect a true representation of the
individual’s progress and value  added achievements. 
Post analysis  staff discussion reflected a deep
understanding of individual student  strengths and
areas for development while incorporating NAPLAN
data and  teaching strategies to enhance quality
teaching programs.

The My School website provides detailed
information and data for national literacy and numeracy
testing. Click on the link http://www.myschool.edu.au
and insert the school name in the Find a school and
select GO to access the school data.
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Parent/caregiver, student, teacher
satisfaction

Tell Them From Me (TTFM) survey results in 2015 and
2016 continue to demonstrate that our year 4 and
Stage 3 students participation  in extracurricular
activities was significantly higher than other
schools  surveyed and was greatly valued by our
students. Data reflected that there  was a very high
percentage of students with positive relationships and
100%  of Year 6 having a positive sense of belonging.

More than 97% of all students surveyed, (above state
average),  believe that education will benefit them
personally and economically, and  have a strong
bearing on their future.   The culture of taking
responsibility for learning is demonstrated in  whole
school teaching and learning practises and students’
understanding of  how and why they learn and how to
develop skills further.

In the 2016 TTFM survey, 91% of students
(above  state) indicated they did not demonstrate
disruptive or inappropriate  behaviour. Survey results
also showed that students experiencing
bullying  behaviour was 13% lower than state norms.
The school has also successfully  taken action to
modify inappropriate individual behaviour and
significantly  reduce any type bullying, which creates a
safe and nurturing  environment. 

Clunes Community and First  North Community of
School parent surveys were also very positive
regarding  communication, clearer direction and regular
opportunities to provide feedback.  Our Combined
schools team won the SCU STEM  engineering
competition.

Carefully planned, diverse extracurricular  activities
drive high student engagement as evident in TTFM
survey with 93%  of students indicating a high rate of
participation, greater than state  norms.

Clunes Community and First  North Community of
School parent surveys were also very positive
regarding  communication, clearer direction and regular
opportunities to provide feedback.

The TTFM Teacher Survey results demonstrated that
on a 1 to 10 scale (with 10 being the highest)  All
teachers participating in the survey indicated in the
eight drivers of student learning ( leadership, teaching
strategies, inclusive school, data informed practice,
collaboration and learning culture, all teachers gave a
rating of 9 or higher, with parent involvement rated at 8
1/2.

In the 4 dimensions of classroom and school practices
K – 6 (Challenging and visible goals, overcoming
obstacles to learning, planning learning opportunities
and quality feedback), teachers again rated this at 9 or
higher.
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Policy requirements

Aboriginal education

Our school continues to build strong links with the
traditional owners of the land, the Wijabul people and
other people of Bundjulang nation. Our Aboriginal
teacher, Mr Malcolm Sky continues to teach language,
song and dance to our Stage One students.  Our
school continues to work closely with Ngunya Jarjum
Aboriginal Child and Family Network, providing support
and direction for Aboriginal students and workshops in
dance and culture for all K – 6 students.  This year all
students participated in a school subsidised excursion
to Byron Bay National Park to participate in Arakwal
Cultural, History and Language Workshops. Our local
Aboriginal families are also consulted in any programs
that may be implemented to ensure our Aboriginal
students have a strong sense of identity and Aboriginal
Perspectives play an important part in all education.

Our school dedicates a week of learning activities and
celebration for NAIDOC and recognition of
Reconciliation.  Our school also provides tutoring in
Multilit, TEN and L3/S1L3 initiatives.

All staff follow Aboriginal Education Policy and
Protocols.

Multicultural and anti-racism education

Mr Priestley continues to be our Anti Racism Officer
with other staff seeking to be trained in the future.  In
2016 our school completed the review, updating and
improvement of our Student Wellbeing, Discipline
Policy and continued to implement the Anti Bullying
Policy.  Our school takes all reasonable steps to
prevent racism and bullying of any minority groups.  It
promotes and embeds a culture of inclusiveness
and celebrates diversity.

Multiculturalism is interwoven into aspects of education
to ensure students are well informed and develop their
understanding and ability to contribute as global
citizens.  All students are strongly encouraged to share
their culture with fellow students.

Indonesian language and culture is also taught to all K–
6 students and this continues to enhance Asian
perspectives and Multicultural education in our school.

Other school programs

Student Leadership, Wellbeing and Engagement

We proudly continue to be a "Live Life Well" school
promoting fitness, Healthy Eating and Life Choices. 
This year our students participated in an "Olympathon"
which provided further leadership and team building
development for our students.  Students represented
different countries, studying all aspects of the country
before competing in an array of Olympic  style modified
activities.  Multiple age

groupings made the activity a fun, inclusive and
collaborative event with all children and community
members enjoying an exciting day.  The event also
raised $2600.00 which contributed to the purchase of 
two new Smart TVs for classrooms.

Student leadership opportunities include Captains,
Sport House Captains and Vice Captains, Student
Representative Council which includes representatives
from every year on a semester basis.  All Year 6 have
the opportunity to attend an annual student leadership
conference.

Our students leaders research, select and drive fund
raising campaigns for local and global causes such as 
the Westpac Rescue Helicopter, Red Cross, Oxfam
and other charities which involve research of diseases
and their  prevention and cure.

Our students also play an integral role in
commemorative ceremonies for ANZAC and
Remembrance Day.

Our school plays host to the First North Community of
Schools Public Speaking competition. We also provide
enrichment opportunities for students in writing,
reading, chess and science.  Our school, combined
with Dunoon and The Channon Schools, won the 2016 
Southern Cross University STEM Science competition.

Environmental Education and Sustainability

  Our school is a Water Wise School. Mr Sky
coordinates parents and students in ongoing tasks to
maintain our school vegetable garden, with students
undertaking related studies to the garden.  We continue
to look at ways to expand this program with the help of
community members.   We look to having a bush tucker
garden and identifying bush tucker plants in our school
in the future.

Our school continues to participate in the annual "Clean
up Australia" campaign and all classes participate in
environmental awareness and preservation lessons.

Achievements in the Arts

Each year our students participate in the Far North
Coast Performing Arts festival in choir, band and
dance. All students have the opportunity to enjoy live
theatre as an audience through subsidisation of the
excursion.  Our school provides regular tutoring in
woodwind, brass, percussion, keyboard and guitar. The
school band again performed at Dreamworld this year.

 Students of all musical ability are also given the
opportunity to perform in front of an authentic audience
throughout the year at assemblies and at special
events including Education Week, Community
Concerts, Nursing Home entertainment, combined
school performances and the end of year concert.

All students are provided with an hour lesson in
creative arts by a specialist teacher each week.

A selected group of Stage 3 students participate in the
Artsmart program hosted by our school for schools in
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the district.

Sport

Clunes Public School has a strong sporting culture with
a enthusiastic attitude towards having a go and being a
team player.  The school provides students with the life
saving skills of swimming through its programs twice a
year and this has resulted in a huge increase in the
number of students participating in interschool carnivals
due to growing confidence, skills and endurance in the
water.

All students participate in Cross Country which is held
on the grounds of our own school.

The school provides an array of sporting opportunities
to children, including encouragement to try out for
district and regional PSSA teams.

Students also participate in AFL and NRL workshops
and participated in PSSA team sports such as tennis
and cricket.

2016 was a very successful year for Clunes Public
School with coach, Mr Jack Priestley taking our Small
Schools Soccer team to the finals in Sydney.

In Athletics this year Hayden  Thorpe and James
Coleman made it to Regional Athletics level in Shot Put
while  Oscar  Murchison made it to State level,
achieving a personal best in long jump.  

Our Olympathon was  a wonderful multi – age team
event which inspired team work and leadership while
promoting an active lifestyle.
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